Eustache Deschamps writes in 1392 his Art de Dictier, an art of writing (ars dictandi) and, according to its added title, an art of "making songs, balads, virelais and rondeaux." He introduces it, therefore, as a versification treatise that is exemplary for his generation of nonmusician poets, unlike Machaut, his most probable initiator into metrics. In so doing he introduces the concept of natural music, a genre proper to inspire poets for whom lyrical musicality is entirely produced by poetic language alone. Without perceiving, perhaps, the novelty of this poetic aesthetics, he thus opens the avenue for a new poetry, freed from Rhetorics and from added music, more precisely for a poetic art.
funeral ballads of 1377 (B.123 and 124 on the same refrain: « La mort Machaut le noble rhétorique »). A treatise therefore, a didactic work intended to "faire chançons, balades, virelais et rondeaux" [make songs, balads, virelais and rondeaux] and expected to be a versification treatise that would be the first of the Arts of second rhetoric edited by Ernest Langlois 1 in 1902, treatises dating back to the 15 th and 16 th centuries. The treatise offers examples of poetic forms, originating in the work of Deschamps with the exception of two rondeaux by Machaut, out of imposed reverence for the one who was his protector in Reims and perhaps his initiator in poetry. But what could have been a "reading guide" -as pointed out by Clotilde Jobert in her useful anthology of the work of Deschamps p. 18 -it turns out to be more complex, even closer to the poetic arts that will appear in the 16 th century with Peletier du Mans, Ronsard and Du Bellay 2 . In a long theoretical introduction, Deschamps succeeds in defining the specificity of poetry by questioning the music specific to language, "natural" music distinct from artistic music, a science peculiar to musicians who rivalled polyphonic compositions at the time, following the example of Vitry and Machaut. Deschamps is aware of his ignorance in this area (as well as of most poets from his generation) and it is precisely in relation to this subject this he is, in this treatise, -the aware or unaware initiator of poetic lyric (as we have known it since the 19 th century). Thus, his Art de Dictier deserves to be labelled as the first poetic art in French.
In 1392 Deschamps is over fifty years old. He is at the peak of his career as a royal officer, as well as of his versified work. He writes his Art de Dictier "sur le commandement d'un[sien] très grand et especial seigneur et maistre" [upon the order of a very high and special lord and master] identified by Ernst Hoepffner in the person of Charles VI. We can rather estimate that his youngest, Louis of Orleans, would be the more likely reference because if Deschamps had been Bailli of Senlis since 1389, in 1392 (date of the first crisis of the King), he would also have held the position of Maître d'Hôtel and Counsellor of Louis of Orléans and, in addition, Master of Champagne and Brie Forests. His written work is almost completed and, upon his death, in 1404 or 1405, the collection is made and delivered to Raoul Tainguy for transcription in his scriptorium, constituting the main manuscript of the poet's work (manuscript BN fr 840). This manuscript (A) is the source of the volumes of the SATF (Société des anciens textes français -Society of ancient French texts) written by Marquis Auguste Queux Saint-Hilaire, then by his successor, Gustave Raynaud.
It is interesting to note the care with which Deschamps recalls his titles of nobility. Even though he was only a squire, a noble man, he had had the title and the function of usher of arms of Charles V since 1375 and soon became vey bailiff of Valois. In 1383, he was named Chatelain of Fismes (military garrison) and modest as it was, his nobility was a distinction that placed him in royal vicinity. In 1389, his receipt for the pledges of Bailli Senlis testifies that he was Lord of Barbonval, land in the proximity of Fismes that he could have acquired shortly before 1389. At the lovers' court of Charles VI, he appears in the Armorial with a shield "parti de sable et d'argent, à l'aigle bicéphale l'un en l'autre" [in sand and silver, with a bicephalic eagle, one head in each half], a coat of arms identical to that of Gilles Deschamps, his youngest son, which also bears a gold shell on the right wing (see last page). He clearly took pride in this aristocratic belonging in a century experiencing the rise of an industrious and intelligent bourgeoisie and he did not fail, presenting the liberal arts at the beginning of his treatise, to recall that only the noblemen had access to it. Blind conservatism, since he belonged to the bodies of jurists and administrators increasingly responsible for the kingdom at the time of declining feudalism. However, we must recognise his sometimes bitter lucidity when his poems underline the decline of rather obsolete values of the "Armes, amours, dames, chevalerie" [guns, armours, ladies, chivalry] , topics pertaining to the courtesy of the 12 th century and the chivalric prose (in the incipit of ballad 123 dedicated to Machaut). Was it because he was talking to his highly-ranked sponsor? Or was it the concern to mark a distinction from one who could handle those arts brilliantly? Was it the status of the poet? This courtly tradition of the first feudalism is certainly perpetuated but it is formal, even ritual, and the forms of its expression no longer have the rigour of the courtly song of troubadours or trouvères.
The succession of Machaut
The genres derived from the Chanson had fed, ever since the 13 th century, the Puys competitions, while the musical novelties of the century, the polyphonic Ars Nova, break with the artistic unity of the song, text and melody, and emphasise -as put forward by Machaut -the break between the text of the poems and their possible music. Neither Froissart, nor Deschamps, nor even Christine de Pisan, had musical knowledge and composed the texts alone, rarely set to music. This is how the Art de Dictier is revealing: by analysing its fundamental characteristics, it provides music a new specificity by promoting the poetic scansion of language.
At this point in the analysis, it is necessary to distinguish -in Deschamps's text -between the introduction, the theoretical and aesthetic content, and the second part devoted to the practice of versification, from the letter to the rhyme, the stanza and the genre. This part announces the expert that he was, by providing examples from his poems, what the Arts of Second Rhetoric will develop in terms of formal prescriptions for rhymes, verses, stanzas and versified genres. It is certainly an art, a technique at a time when mechanical arts enriched scientific epistemology. This art suffers from great imprecision at the level of forms (which are erroneously called fixed) because it inaugurates a freedom of composition based on the play of linguistic rhetoric totally disengaged from the concern for musical composition which imposed on it precisely a fixed structure. The only thing that was fixed for the ballads, rondeaux, lais and virelais was their patrons, as put forward by musicologists, 3 and the end of the 14 th century confirms the abandon of musical partitions in the poetry after Machaut. When needed, poets call upon professional musicians for the (polyphonic) music of their works, subject to a strict structure. Such are the Ballades sur la mort de Machaut (Ballads on the Death of Machaut) (B.123 and 124) completed by a musical part by Andrieu, and built on an identical form.
The Art de Dictier establishes the break between the lyrical tradition of courtly song, still respected in the first half of the century, and the practice of poets after 1350, who often agree (like Machaut himself) to deliver verse without music, as we see at the Puys competitions 4 . Poetry, however, still depends on the arts of trivium (grammar, dialectic, rhetoric); it is ars dictandi rather than musical art, despite what Dante wrote in "De vulgari eloquentia" about songs of poets:
"proferturvel ab auctorevel ab alisquicumquesitsive cum sone modulationieprofertursive non" but he was thinking about the troubadours. (Cited by R. Dragonetti, p. 382) With Deschamps, Froissart and all the successors of Machaut after 1350, "no major Poet was able to exploit the double Art owing surely to the mounting Complexity and Sophistication of musical Composition." N. Wilkins p. 339 (bibliography) The Art de Dictier establishes this break in an original way which prevents us from considering it as a prototype of the Arts of Second Rhetoric while inaugurating a new poetic art. It is the reality of his time that explains this innovation. Deschamps, just like Froissart, "no longer expects from music as such anything but a hypothetical and ultimately secondary accompaniment. The intention of the poet is fully accomplished by the text." Poirion, bibliography p. 217.
The Liberal Arts
It all starts with the liminary evocation of the liberal arts: Eustache first insists on the restriction of access to knowledge for the nobility (he is actually part of), even though he mentions an "anciennement" [ancient past] when "nul n'osoit aprandre les sept ars libéraux s'il n'estoit noble" [no one would dare learn the sevel liberal arts if he were not noble] §1, l.3-4. He cites this knowledge in the ranking that has become canonical since Boethius, who places music after arithmetic in the quadrivium, before astronomy. When he goes on to describe the usefulness of this knowledge, the examples he provides of the varied expertise of craftsmen are clearly reminiscent of the mechanical arts when he talks about geometry and arithmetic, then astronomy, the surveyors, the farming and the seasons, who computes them, or the quasitherapeutic divination. Finally, music in his text appears no longer as a submissive daughter of arithmetic, linked ever since Pythagoras to transcendence and celestial harmony in a kind of metaphysics of the Number, theory to which Boethius remains faithful, but as an autonomous discipline. Deschamps preserves the tone of the practical treatise, but his purpose is to define poetry in its links with music, and this explains this new consideration of music.
The two kinds of music
He thus distinguishes between two kinds of music: the former pertaining exclusively to sound, artificial music (we would say artistic music), which supposes an implementation by art and which covers composition, musical execution and instruments! the latter, he calls it natural music. Dragonetti thought (see bibliography) that Deschamps was able to borrow from Boethius these distinctions which are based on the consonance that the presence of the "same" or "number" refers to the fundamental harmony of the world that the poet, divinely inspired, expresses by his rhythmic language. But it is true that it is difficult to see why artistic music would be less effective than voice in opening up the contemplation of this transcendent harmony. It is, however, the "artificial" (i.e. artistic) music that Deschamps talks about in his introduction ( § 5, l.96-116) to this critical debate, associating it to the faculty of a "medicine" of the seven arts, capable of relaxing and entertaining the practitioners of the other arts by means of their voices and instruments when fatigue overwhelms them. This faculty is constant in judgements on music and is, according to Boethius, as pointed out by Dragonetti, the source of musical pleasure and the initiator to the fundamental rhythmic harmony. As regards this artificial music, Deschamps states ( § 6, l .118-146) 5 that it can be taught and practised successfully by singing, composing or even manufacturing bells or strings or wind instruments.
Natural music
As for natural music ( § 6, l.147-190) , it has two particularities: it cannot be taught to anyone and its authors possess it "naturally" (l.147-149 § 7, l. 206-220) This passage adds a remark to the circumstances of lyrical elocution (neither diction nor scansion!), which suggests that poems (as was often the case for the songs of the trouvères and troubadours, especially for the old songs) were used (at least for cantus if not for polyphony), according to circumstances, by others (lords!), rather than by their creator. The fact is commonplace and is true nowadays for folk songs or for songs by performing composers, be they authors or not. It emphasizes the importance of the poem's elocution and therefore its musicality, and clarifies Deschamps' insistence on the need to "possess" natural music (innately) or the sense of rhythm (as it is incorrectly called), to serve the poem.
ces choses plaisans devant un malade et autres cas semblables ou le chant musicans n'aroit point lieu pour la hauteur d'icellui et la triplicité des voix pour les teneurs et contreteneurs nécessaires à ycellui chant proférer par deux ou trois persones pour la perfection dudit chant. » (

The poetic composition
Seeking the source of a poem's lyricism leads to analysing the stages of poetic composition: an intention of expression presides over it even if the desire for expression is not absent from the process. This expression of the author's personality in his judgements, emotions, environment, experiences, opens the avenue to discussions on lyricism, as K. Becker subtly noted with regards to Deschamp as a witness of his time, expert rhymer, able to laugh at everything and even at himself. But it is personal poetry "entre poésie et pragmatisme" [between poetry and pragmatism] we should talk about, as shows the subtitle of his "Lyrisme d'Eustache Deschamps" (see Bibliography). The introduction rightly emphasizes the rise of individualism in this medieval society ending well before the Renaissance (p.35) . No doubt it is still necessary to speak about the courteous lyricism perpetuated by his old models and his traditional schemas and forms. He has had seductive musical impulses, but in the times of Charles VI nothing of the future poetic "monuments" is really discernible, and especially in the 1500 or so pieces composed by Deschamps, we search in vain for the natural music that he knew how to define. It is his original personality that modern criticism has brought to light, not his poetry.
As regards the content of poetry, no restriction is admitted -he asserts -, the "feeling" of the poet, that is to say his judgement, his feelings, his innermost heart, is the only law: Hoepffner, SATF vol 2 ,1911 From Machaut, Deschamps may have inherited the proclamation of the election of the poet affirmed by the Prologue in verse 4: « Nature.. T'a dit qu'a part t'a voulu faire. » ed. Hoepffner, SATF vol. I, 1908 The poet therefore chooses his subjects, even if some are traditional and treat themselves in expected forms. The "feeling" of the poet remains the rule and he chooses the forms that express it.
In terms of genres, before the Rhetoricians refined on the corset of rules in the 15 th century, the 14 th centuryconsecrates (and Deschamps illustrates) the Ballad -ample and argued, whose origin in the stanza of the Canso, frons and cauda strictly entwined on the same musical pattern with an open final for the frons and a closed final for the cauda, is well forgotten. Its refrain, the final verse of its three verses, serves as a driving maxim for moralising or historical ballads and, carrying a clear message, it approaches the royal song and makes any musical accompaniment even more uncertain (see N. Wilkins in Bibliography). Of the different genres Deschamps presents in his Treatise, with examples, we cannot, as we have mentioned, speak of fixed forms. He himself transformed the genre of the ballad and if he recommends practising an alternation (of ten and eleven syllables, for example) when possible, he does not systematize in any way (see J. Kooijman Bibliography). Rhetoricians in the following century will multiply variants, rhymes and stanzas, until satiety 6 . Only the basic musical patrons of these genres were fixed, as was the patron of the Canso, and what Deschamps and his peers and successors compose frees from these constraints, unaware that they constituted music proper, bearing melodic complexity (content, counter-content, triplum and cantus) incompatible with their texts. Great freedom was thus possible under the apparent corset of the structures, and the rhythm alone of the poem is essential: « Cette définition purement formelle des genres courtois est le résultat immédiat de la séparation de la poésie d'avec l'accompagnement musical. Désormais, ce sont le rythme et la rime, la structure métrique et strophique, bref la musicalité qui garantissent l'unité esthétique du poème. » [This purely formal definition of courtly genres is the immediate result of the separation of poetry from musical accompaniment. From now on, it is rhythm and rhyme, the metric and strophic structure, in short, the musicality that guarantees the aesthetic unity of the poem.] Karin Becker, Le Lyrisme.., p.11. 7
Elocution: the lyrical voice
We must go further to analyse Deschamps' intuition on natural music because rhythm and rhyme are just elements of a whole in the last stage of an analysis of lyrical poetry, that of speech, the "movement" whose rhythm is only the form. Verlaine, who did not give any theoretical guidelines, provided his "poetic art" by example and he humorously forbade the use of (artistic) music with his verses. But he did not dare to theorize the poetic musicality that results from the harmony of the various elements of the poem's creation. To illustrate Deschamps' intuition, we need to mention Paul Valéry:
"Je crois que le véritable principe poétique est à rechercher dans la voix et dans l'union singulière, exceptionnelle, difficile à prolonger, de la voix avec la pensée même." (Cahiers VII, 71, 1918) .
Deschamps talked about "une musique de bouche en proférant paroles métrifiées" § 6 and Valéry resumed "Le poème n'a pas de sens sans sa voix" (Cahiers CXXVI, 807, 1943 (Valéry, 1957 (Valéry, : 1349 (Valéry, -1350 ) (our emphasis).
After such a demanding development we understand better why the verses of the Great Rhetoricists show the signs of so much work.
Deschamps gets away, due to his personal and pragmatic poetry but what he defined as natural music has remained visibly inaccessible to him. It is Charles d'Orleans, as we have said, and François Villon, who will often show that they "possess" natural music and their readers, if they have the right voice, will feel and make known, if necessary on a tempo they themselves chose, true lyricism.
We speak of "verse given" for such musical and expressive verse. But it is always the result of the harmony of its components, the choices of its author, his work, and a performance by the voice that awakens: 
The bel art of poetry
In addition to his creative intuition of lyricism, Deschamps adds in this small treatise a transgression of the tradition of the Arts. If the trivium is always -by language -at the origin of any writing (dictier), musicdaughter of arithmetic -is released in the quadrivium when it is "natural". The Middle Ages considered the arts of sculpture, architecture, painting, and all arts practised by artisans to be "mechanical" (technical); geometry, arithmetic, music, or even astronomy preside over their works even though they did not have access to the teachings of liberal arts. It can be seen that the Art de Dictier cites both surveyors and bell-makers, architects and instrument-makers. Poetry was therefore distinguished, but it should be noted that all the arts imitating nature and aesthetic pleasure were still not considered separate from liberal arts. Even though the Renaissance and the Great Century promoted dance, secular music and works of art, Beaux-arts were theorized only in the Preliminary Discourse of the Encyclopaedia when D'Alembert listed Beaux-Arts, painting, sculpture, architecture, poetry and music by adopting from Charles Batteux (Les Beaux-arts réduits à un même principe, 1746) the same list that Kant will adopt (les Beauxarts et leurs moyens d'expression) as well as Hegel, in the same order, for his aesthetics course in 1819.
This rapid evocation in our conclusions aims only to attribute to Deschamps the merit of having inaugurated this reflection that was already of the order of aesthetics in the pragmatic 14 th century. Thanks to him poetry, though he probably he did not even imagine it, started to grow. 
